At cell -substrate adhesion sites, the linkage between actin filaments and integrin is regulated by mechanical stiffness of the substrate. Of potential molecular regulators, the linker proteins talin and vinculin are of particular interest because mechanical extension of talin induces vinculin binding with talin, which reinforces the actin -integrin linkage. For understanding the molecular and biophysical mechanism of rigidity sensing at cellsubstrate adhesion sites, we constructed a simple physical model to examine a role of talin extension in the stiffness-dependent regulation of actin -integrin linkage. We show that talin molecules linking between retrograding actin filaments and substrate-bound integrin are extended in a manner dependent on substrate stiffness. The model predicts that, in adhesion complexes containing %30 talin links, talin is extended enough for vinculin binding when the substrate is stiffer than 1 kPa. The lifetime of talin links needs to be 2-5 s to achieve an appropriate response of talin extension against substrate stiffness. Furthermore, changes in actin velocity drastically shift the range of substrate stiffness that induces talin-vinculin binding. Our results suggest that talin extension is a key step in sensing and responding to substrate stiffness at cell adhesion sites.
Introduction
The importance of stiffness or rigidity of extracellular substrates has been demonstrated in a wide variety of cellular functions, including adhesion, migration, morphogenesis, proliferation and differentiation [1] . A soft substrate with elastic modulus (E) of 0.1-1 kPa leads to neurogenic differentiation of mescenchymal stem cells, but stiffer substrates with E of 8-12 kPa and 25-40 kPa lead to myogenic and osteogenic differentiation, respectively [2] . When plated on the substrate with a gradient of stiffness, fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells migrate towards stiffer regions [3 -5] . These cells spread and develop actin stress fibres when they are on substrates with E ! 5 kPa, but do not when E % 1 kPa or less [6] [7] [8] .
How do cells detect substrate stiffness? Cells adhere to substrates mainly through the adhesion complexes mediated by integrins, receptors for extracellular matrices [9] . These complexes serve as a mechanical connection between the actin cytoskeleton network and the extracellular substrate, and, therefore, their involvement in rigidity sensing has been appreciated [10] [11] [12] . Actomyosingenerated contractile forces are transmitted through the adhesion complexes to the substrate, causing deformation of compliant substrates [13 -17] . If cells can measure the force-induced deformation of the substrate, they will be able to sense stiffness of the substrate.
Integrins are clustered at the adhesion complexes. Actomyosin forces cause a retrograde movement of actin filaments with respect to the integrin clusters. The & 2014 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
moving actin filaments are dynamically linked to integrin clusters through association/dissociation of linker proteins [18, 19] , which has been modelled as a molecular clutch [20, 21] . When the substrate is stiff enough (E ! 5 kPa), the actin-integrin linkage is strengthened, and the adhesion complexes are stabilized [6, 8, 22] . Assuming that dissociation rates of molecular links are increased by mechanical forces loaded to the links, the clutch model has successfully related the elastic deformation of substrates with breakages of the linkage [21, 23] . However, these modelling studies have not revealed molecular identities responsible for detecting the substrate deformation in terms of stiffness sensing.
The linker protein talin has both b-integrin-and actinbinding sites [24] and is responsible for the formation of the initial link between actin filaments and integrin at cell adhesion sites [25 -27] . However, the talin-mediated link is broken by a small force of approximately 2 pN generated by the retrograding actin filaments [26] . Another linker protein vinculin binds to actin and talin and reinforces the actin -integrin linkage [28] [29] [30] . When binding of vinculin with talin is inhibited, actin filaments slip over integrin clusters [31] . Importantly, vinculin binding with talin depends on mechanical extension of talin [32] [33] [34] . Talin has multiple vinculin-binding sites, and they are buried in the bundles of amphipathic helices of a talin molecule [35, 36] . However, these sites are exposed when the talin molecule is extended [32] [33] [34] . If talin extension is influenced by deformation of the substrate, talin and vinculin potentially regulate actin -integrin linkage in a manner dependent on substrate stiffness.
In this study, we examine a possible role of talin extension in stiffness-dependent reinforcement of actin -integrin linkage using a simple mechanical model. We show that talin molecules linking between moving actin filaments and integrin bound to the elastic substrate are extended in a substrate stiffness-dependent manner. We further reveal that the lifetime of the talin link and the velocity of actin movement are critical for the stiffness-dependent regulation of talin extension and talin-vinculin binding.
Model

Single molecules model
As the simplest case, we consider the system in which a single talin molecule with a spring constant k T links an actin filament moving at a velocity v to an integrin molecule bound to the substrate. The single talin link has the intrinsic lifetime of t % 3 s [26] . When the talin link is extended by the moving actin filaments (v % 70 nm s 21 ) [22, 26, 31] during the lifetime of the link, the force loaded to the link reaches f % 2 pN [26] . Therefore, the apparent spring constant of a talin molecule is estimated as k T ¼ f/vt % 0.01 pN nm
21
. When the substrate is elastic and has a spring constant k (figure 1a), the change in the molecular length of talin (Dl) is expressed as a function of time (t) after the formation of the link, as
where 0 t t (%3 s). When Dl becomes longer than the critical length (Dl c ), the vinculin-binding site(s) in talin is exposed, and the actin -integrin linkage is reinforced by talin-vinculin binding.
Cluster model
Integrin molecules are initially clustered as nascent adhesions in a manner independent of actomyosin forces [37, 38] . While most of them are disassembled rapidly, the ones which are exposed to actomyosin forces are developed into focal complexes. Focal complexes are major sites for traction force exertion to the substrate in protruding lamellae [39] . Thus, it is plausible that the substrate stiffness-dependent reinforcement of the actin -integrin linkage occurs in the phase of the focal complex formation. We therefore expand the 'single molecules model' to describe extension of talin links at focal complexes, as shown in figure 1b. For simplicity, we first assume that the n talin molecules pull on the integrin cluster in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the substrate. Mechanical stress developed in the substrate at a circular focal complex (diameter a) is
where S (¼pa 2 /4) is the area of the focal complex. Here, P acts only in the z-direction perpendicular to the plane of the substrate. The displacement at every point in the substrate can then be computed as the solution to the Boussinesq problem [40] , except that instead of a point stress, the stress is applied over circular area S. For example, the displacement Dd i of points (x, y, 0) on the surface of the substrate (i.e. z ¼ 0) in the ith direction (where i ¼ x, y, z) due to the stress in the z-direction is
where g xz , g yz and g zz are the coefficients of a Green's tensor that give the displacement in the ith direction of a point (x, y, z) in the substrate induced by a point force in the z-direction at the origin. The derivation of the g's is available elsewhere [15, 40] . An example of the displacement field for a cross section of the substrate is shown in figure 1b , where we plot the magnitude of the displacement,
We can see that the largest displacement occurs underneath the circular disc S. In fact, owing to the azimuthal symmetry of the problem, the maximum magnitude of the displacement Dd max will occur at the centre of the circular disc and only the z component of the displacement will be non-zero,
Here, E and m are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the substrate, respectively. For commonly used material like polydimethyl siloxane, m % 0.5, resulting in
We now revisit the validity of one of our assumptions that the stress P acts only in the z-direction. It can be argued that, owing to the tangential actin flow, the stress P exerted on the substrate may be tangential to the substrate instead of being perpendicular to it, as we have considered above. To study this scenario, we now let P act in the x-direction such that rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140734 there is no force acting in the y-and z-directions. A similar analysis as above yields Dd max ¼ Dd x (0, 0, 0) instead of Dd z (0, 0, 0). Because g zz ¼ g xx at the centre of the disc (0, 0, 0), we obtain the same result as before,
Thus, the maximum displacement Dd max is the same for when P is either perpendicular or tangential to the substrate. Therefore, our results derived here will also be valid for the scenario when the stress P caused by the pulling force through talin is fully tangential. Talin molecules at a focal complex will be extended between actin filaments moving at the velocity v and the integrin cluster bound to the elastic substrate. From equation (2.6), extension of the talin link is expressed as a function of time (t) after the formation of the link, as
That is,
where 0 t t (%3 s). Similarly to the case of the 'single molecules model', the link is reinforced by the vinculin binding with talin when Dl ! Dl c .
Results and discussion
With the cluster model expressed by equation (2.9), we first examined the relationship between substrate stiffness and extension of talin links at focal complexes. Considering the velocity of actin filaments at focal complexes (v % 70 nm s 21 ) [22, 26, 31] and the size of focal complexes (a % 500 nm) [41] , extension of talin links at the end of their lifetime (t ¼ 3 s) was calculated as a function of substrate stiffness, as shown in figure 2a . In each case with the different n value, the length of talin extension is increased to the plateau value (vt % 210 nm) with increasing stiffness of the substrate. In living cells, the actomyosin-dependent binding of vinculin to talin at adhesion sites associates with extension of talin by 100-350 nm [42] , suggesting that the critical length of talin extension (Dl c ) which induces vinculin binding and concomitant reinforcement of the actin -integrin linkage is %100 nm. Substrates stiffer than 1 kPa are required for reinforcing the linkage and thereby stabilizing adhesions and ensuring cell spreading [6] [7] [8] 22 ]. On the other hand, according to the result shown in figure 2a , when the number of talin links rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140734 in a focal complex is too small (n , 20), talin molecules are extended by more than 100 nm, and therefore the actinintegrin linkage will be reinforced by vinculin, even on the substrate softer than 1 kPa. From equation (2.9), the substrate stiffness yielding the critical talin extension (Dl c ¼ 100 nm) varies linearly with the number of talin links (figure 2b), as
To endow the set of critical values of talin extension and substrate stiffness (Dl % 100 nm, E % 1 kPa) which were obtained in living cells, the number of talin links in a focal complex was estimated in our model as approximately 30 ( figure 2b) . Importantly, the estimated number of talin links is comparable to the number calculated from the reported experimental data; the magnitude of force exerted to the substrate through a focal complex is 50-80 pN [22, 43] , which corresponds to 25-40 talin links if each link transmits a force of 2 pN, as reported elsewhere [26] . We next investigated the influence of talin dynamics on the stiffness-dependent talin extension. The result for a focal complex containing 30 talin links is shown in figure 3 . When the lifetime of the talin link is less than or equal to 1 s, talin molecules are not extended by 100 nm during their lifetime, i.e. they do not get to bind with vinculin, even on the substrates stiffer than 10 kPa. On the other hand, when the lifetime is more than or equal to 6 s, talin molecules are extended beyond the physiological range (100-350 nm) [42] on stiff substrates ( figure 3, grey zone) . Thus, only a narrow window of the lifetime of talin links (2 s t 5 s) renders optimal responses of talin extension and reinforcement of actin -integrin linkage against substrate stiffness, indicating a critical role of talin dynamics in stiffness sensing at adhesion sites.
Finally, the effect of actin movement on sensitivity of the actin -integrin linkage to substrate stiffness was examined. Assuming a focal complex containing 30 talin links, the critical stiffness of substrates which endows 100 nm extension of talin molecules varies with the velocity of actin movement, as shown in figure 4 . When the actin velocity drops to half (35 In this study, we showed that talin molecules linking between actin filaments and integrin can be extended in a manner dependent on substrate stiffness. Here, talin works as a dynamic molecular ruler measuring the difference between the travel distance of actin filaments and deformation of the elastic substrate. Our simple model is able to reproduce quantitatively the cellular response against substrate stiffness; talin molecules in the focal complex containing %30 talin links are extended enough (Dl ! 100 nm) for allowing vinculin binding and concomitant reinforcement of actin-integrin linkage when cells are on substrates stiffer than 1 kPa. Furthermore, we have revealed that the lifetime of the talin link is critical to obtain the optimal dependency of talin extension on substrate stiffness. Real talin links have a typical lifetime of 3 s [26] , and our results predict that the acceptable variation in the lifetime is less than 2 s. Thus, our practical approach quantitatively shows that talin has ideal properties to enable the stiffness-dependent regulation of actin-integrin linkage.
Our results have demonstrated that the lifetime of the talin link and the velocity of actin flow are critical parameters in determining critical stiffness of substrates that induce talin-vinculin binding. It is, therefore, predicted that by changing these parameters experimentally, we may be able to modulate responses of talin-vinculin binding against substrate stiffness. For example, if the lifetime of the talin link is prolonged by introducing the mutant form of talin which has high affinity to actin filaments [44] , talin would be extended enough for vinculin binding, thereby reinforcing the actinintegrin linkage and enabling cell spreading, even on substrates softer than 1 kPa. Increasing the velocity of the actin flow by upregulating actomyosin activity [45] may also lead to a similar result. As a difference in cell spread area has great influence on gene expression and cell differentiation [46, 47] , modulation of cell spreading by changing the parameters which affect talin extension would tune the cell differentiation pattern directed by substrate stiffness [2] .
We have dealt only with talin extension events driven by a small force of less than or equal to 2 pN, because each talin link in living cells can withstand a force up to 2 pN without reinforcement of the link [26] . In vitro analyses of talinvinculin binding have demonstrated that this magnitude of force can induce vinculin binding to talin [34] . On the other hand, without reinforcement, simple talin links cannot sustain forces required for cell spreading due to weak talin-actin bonds [26, 31] . Once vinculin binds to talin, the talin-actin bond is reinforced by actin -vinculin-talin binding [30, 31] . The vinculin-reinforced talin links should have a longer lifetime and withstand larger forces compared with simple talin links. Therefore, vinculin binding with talin will enable talin molecules to be extended to a greater extent, leading to exposure of more vinculin-binding sites in talin and more vinculin bindings with talin. Such positive feedback would ensure engagement of actin -integrin linkage and, thereby, cell spreading.
While this study focuses on the reinforcement event of actin -integrin linkage at nascent adhesion complexes, adhesion structures in living cells exhibit multiple responses with different time courses against substrate stiffness. Once actin -integrin linkage is engaged through vinculin-mediated reinforcement, the velocity of retrograde movement of actin filaments is reduced, and the force transmission from actin cytoskeleton to the substrate is increased [30, 31] . Subsequently, adhesion complexes grow in size when the substrate is rigid [6, 7, 17, 48] . Physical models have been proposed to account for the stiffness-dependent regulations of force transmission and adhesion growth [21, 23, [49] [50] [51] . However, in these models, specific physical properties of each adhesion and/or adaptor protein are not apparently involved. Further studies, both experimental and theoretical ones, are needed to obtain the mechanotransduction models that are more realistic in terms of the molecular composition and architecture of adhesions and integrate different stages of responses against substrate stiffness.
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